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Motivation

customers segmentation

Icons: http://fontawesome.io/

Bla bla
blub.

Natural Language 
Processing

purchase prediction

receipts

recommendations
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Motivation

 300,000,000 observations (order entries)
 200,000,000 orders
 2,000,000 users
 40,000,000 products

 product titles: 2.5 billion words (11 GB)
- equals the length of 9000 bibles

- or 1 Wikipedia (English, 2016)

- or 0.1 Wikipedia (global, 2016)

receipt data
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Motivation
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Outline

 word2vec (fasttext)

 Concept Vectors

 Product and Customer Vectors

 Product Recommendation with Concept Vectors

 Customer/Product Segmentation with Concept vectors

 Purchase Prediction through Classification

 Biological Interaction Analysis and Simulation

 Classification Improvement with Kernel Tricks

 Performance Evaluation
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Word Vector Representation

 Subcategory of Natural Language Processing (NLP)

 Collection of algorithms and models for representing words with vectors

“dog“  𝑤𝑑𝑜𝑔 = [1.0, 2.2, 5.4]

 Geometrical point representation for every word in a vocabulary

 Access to algebraic methods (vector algebra)

+
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word2vec (fasttext)

 Collection of algorithms for word vector representation

 Mikolov et al., 2013 (2016), Google Research (Facebook Research)

 Model for arranging words in a semantic way in a vector space

 word2vec: uses full words, fasttext: uses n-grams

s: sentence
w: word
V: vocabulary
P(V): context probability
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Input Encoding

s = „The quick fox jumps over the lazy dog“

the is quick fox fish jumps clear big over GfK L2 lazy dog …

1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 …

|𝑉|
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Training (skipgram)

„The quick fox jumps over the lazy dog“

context in window 3

labels labels

the is quick fox fish jumps clear big over GfK L2 lazy dog …

1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 …

𝑃 𝑉 =
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Properties of word2vec (fasttext) 

In reality, this is 100-dimensional.

proximity concept vectors

gender

gender
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Product Vectors from Word Vectors

product Ԧ𝑝

𝑤1

𝑤2

𝑤3

Centroid calculation
𝑤𝑖 ∈ title of Ԧ𝑝,

𝑖 ∈ ℕ
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Customer Vectors from Product Vectors

Ԧ𝑝1

customer Ԧ𝑐

Ԧ𝑝3

Ԧ𝑝2

Centroid calculation
Ԧ𝑝𝑖 ∈ purchases of Ԧ𝑐,

𝑖 ∈ ℕ
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Product Recommendation

Ԧ𝑟 = Ԧ𝑝 − 𝑤𝑜 +𝑤𝑡

Ԧ𝑟: recommendation
Ԧ𝑝: product

𝑤𝑜: original concept
𝑤𝑡: target concept

Example: dress

A concept vector is a word vector 
representing a real or abstract object.
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H&M peplum dress

Product Recommendation
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Customer Segmentation

𝐺𝑐 = argmax
𝑤

𝑑𝑐 Ԧ𝑐, 𝑤 with 𝑤 ∈ 𝑤𝑝𝑜𝑠, 𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑔

Which word  𝑤𝑝𝑜𝑠 or 𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑔 representing a customer group is closer to 

the customer?

Example:
 house owner (house, rental)
 marital status (married, alone)

𝐺𝑐: customer group
𝑑𝑐: cosine similarity
Ԧ𝑐: customer vector

customer Ԧ𝑐 → female

𝑤𝑚𝑒𝑛

𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛
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Customer Segmentation

Sampled on 121,000 customers
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Product Segmentation

 310 Amazon articles (clothing, spring collection)

- labeled with male/female

 Baseline classifier: searches for ‘men’ and ‘women’ in title

 Concept vectors: find nearest word {𝑤𝑚𝑒𝑛, 𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛} to product

baseline concept vectors

titles 88.7% 97.7%

titles w/o ‘men‘, ‘women‘ 0% 93.5%

All measurements are done with a 3-fold cross validation with a ratio of 80 to 20
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Purchase Prediction

purchases of 
one customer:

products for centroid calculation gap

label
(product 
category)

top 5 predictions

last
purchase next purchasesprediction

 Classification problem
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Purchase Prediction

no. customers accuracy accuracy@5 accuracy in 5

696 51.3% 80.1% 84.2%

24,000 49.8% 78.1% 83.7%

53,000 44.5% 75.7% 78.7%

All measurements are done with a 3-fold cross validation with a ratio of 80 to 20

cat 1 cat 2 cat 3 cat 4 cat 5Recommended categories:

Customer 
could like:

Customer 
will buy:
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Interaction

Before collision: After collision:

 Biological Interaction Analysis (BIA) ⊂ Particle Mesh Methods
 models interaction between different objects (particles) based on density
 gives mathematical functions for interaction (potential)  simulation
 particles:

 position
 properties (mass, type,…)

 particles in our case: customers, products

How?
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Setup

 BIA requires 2D or 3D vectors (software limitation)  dimensionality reduction

 BIA models potential 𝜙 𝑑 = 𝜖 ⋅ 𝑓
𝑑−𝑡

𝜎

 Simulation uses 𝜙′ 𝑑 = 𝐹 𝑑 to alter vector space  improves classification

𝑑: distance b. two particles
𝜖: strength
𝑓: shape
𝑡: threshold
𝜎: length scale
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Results

customers accuracy in 𝒱 accuracy in 𝒱′

696 51.3% 64.1%

2000 40.1% 41.7%

All measurements are done with a 3-fold cross validation with a ratio of 80 to 20

𝜙 𝑑 = 𝜖 ⋅ 𝑓
𝑑 − 𝑡

𝜎

= 709.5 ⋅ −
𝑑

0.0987

2

+ 1

−0.5

(Plummer potential modeled 
on 696 customer 

and 500,000 products)
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Vector Space Altering

not separable separable

linear classifier

 Kernel Trick (Kernel Method)

customers group A
customers group B
products 
forces
neighborhood radius 𝑟𝑡
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Kernel Trick/Method

 Kernel: inner product of any two vectors in a vector space

𝐾 Ԧ𝑥, Ԧ𝑦 = 𝜓 Ԧ𝑥 , 𝜓( Ԧ𝑦)

 Kernel trick: function 𝜓 applied to each vector in a vector space
 Feature map 𝜓 derived from 𝐾:

𝜓:𝒱 ↦ 𝒱′

 Examples: Radial basis function kernel (RBF), polynomial kernel (poly):

𝐾𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦( Ԧ𝑥, Ԧ𝑦) = Ԧ𝑥𝑇 Ԧ𝑦 + 𝑐 𝑑

𝜓𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 Ԧ𝑥 = 𝑥𝑛
𝑑 , … , 𝑥1

𝑑 , 𝑑 ⋅ 𝑥𝑛 ⋅ 𝑥𝑛−1 , … , 𝑐

 In our case: simulation works like a kernel trick with context information 
(products)

 no 𝜓 available
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Results Revisited

customers accuracy in 𝒱 poly kernel RBF kernel accuracy in 𝒱′

696 51.3% 67.5% 68.4% 64.1%

2000 40.1% 17.5% 40.9% 41.7%

Traditional kernels need ~3s

runtime BIA

runtime simulation

runtime in seconds (log)

customers/products

696/500,000

2000/500,000
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Performance Evaluation

Only use products purchased by the current subgroup of customers.

 customers only ‘see’ their purchased products

 advertisement for the customer cannot be covered

customers/products

910/500,000

910/37,000

910/500,000

910/37,000

runtime BIA

runtime simulation

runtime in seconds (log)

accuracy in %

accuracy before
simulation

accuracy after
simulation
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Performance Evaluation

runtime in seconds accuracy in %

runtime

accuracy

base line
accuracy

𝑟𝑡 (log)

Use a smaller neighborhood radius 𝑟𝑡.

 complexity of simulation is 𝒪 𝑝 ⋅ ത𝑛 with 𝑝 as number of particles

and ത𝑛 as average number of neighbors per particle

 𝑟𝑡 → ∞:𝒪(𝑝2)

 𝑟𝑡 → 0: 𝒪 𝑝 , Δacc → 0
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Outlook

 remove dimensionality reduction (software limitation): 
2D → 100D as input for BIA

 approximate a 𝜓 from the simulation:

𝐹 𝑑 ≈ 𝜓

 different potential functions for 𝑓
𝑑−𝑡

𝜎

 use product properties as additional dimensions
 simulate word vectors
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Summary
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Negative Sampling

s = „The quick fox jumps over the lazy dog“

the is quick fox fish clear big over lazy brown dog

1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0

fill with the five most common non-occurring words 11 ≪ 𝑉
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Training (cont. Bag of Words)

„The quick fox jumps over the lazy dog“

label

the is quick fox fish jumps clear big over GfK the L2 lazy dog …

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 …

𝑃 𝑉 =

Context in window 3
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Product Recommendation

 Nearest Neighbor Search around a customer vector
 requires filtering of products already purchased

purchases (centroid calculation) recommendations (filtered NN)

marriage: tips and advice on how to
maintain a healthy relationship [...]

help guides to help you improve your
skills and make your life easier [...]

self-help box set: techniques & strategies for 
greater mind power [...]

amazing tips on how to improve your
emotional maturity [...]

learn how to use focus to improve your 
concentration [...]

50 tricks to live a happier and successful life 
[...]

the art of becoming clutter free: decluttering 
your life in minutes [...]

33 techniques to unlock the power of
your mind [...]

time management [...] the simple approach to health: a practical 
guide [...]
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Density-based Modeling

 given: a density distribution 𝑞 𝑑
 Gibbs process for the energy between

two groups of particles 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 and 𝑦𝑗 ∈ 𝑌

as a Boltzmann distribution:

𝑝 𝑋, 𝑌 ∝ exp −

𝑖=1

𝑁



𝑗=1

𝑀

Φ 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑗

 probability distribution of observations D
(likeliness and characteristics of interaction):

𝑝 𝐷 𝑞 = 𝑍−𝑁ෑ

𝑖=1

𝑁

𝑞 𝑑𝑖 exp −𝜙 𝑑𝑖

Helmuth et al., 2010


